
 

 
 

 
 

 

Apigee Edge 
The cloud-native API platform for your digital business 
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Apigee Edge empowers organizations to securely deliver and 
manage all APIs, which are the foundation of any digital business. 
Apigee Edge manages the entire API lifecycle with capabilities that 
include Secure API Runtime, Developer Management, Analytics, 
API Development and Operations Automation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

       

Apigee Edge API Platform 
 
 

Apigee Edge enables digital business acceleration with a unified and complete 

platform, purpose-built for the digital economy. Edge simplifies managing the entire 

digital value chain with API Services, Developer Services, and Analytics Services. 
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With the advent of mobile and cloud, there is a massive 

shift in how business interacts with customers, partners, 

and employees. As businesses transform themselves 

digitally, IT teams have the tremendous challenge of 

being agile and responsive to the business, while 

maintaining the stability and reliability of mission critical 

systems. 

 

Apigee Edge takes the pressure off of IT by providing a 

comprehensive API platform enables the speed and 

agility of the systems of engagement and maintain the 

stability and reliability of the systems of record. 

 
 
 

Secure API Runtime enables organizations to 

securely and reliably run their APIs at scale. Secure all 

API traffic in transit with two-way TLS, OAuth2 or API 

Keys to prevent man-in-the-middle attacks. All the critical 

data at rest in the platform is also encrypted to comply 

with PCI and HIPAA standards. Protect against volumetric 

attacks, SQL injection threats, JSON bombs and bad bots 

with out-of-the-box policies. 

 

Beyond mediation, transformation and traffic 

management capabilities of an API gateway, 

Apigee Secure API Runtime has built-in Backend-

as-a-Service (API BaaS) and Node.js run-time for 

rapid application development and deployment. 

Business also take advantage of the 

Federated/Microgateway model, where the API 

runtime can reside close to the application 

environment, while the rest of API platform can be 

centrally managed.

 

Developer Management enables a great developer 

experience that accelerates API adoption within and external 

to the organization. Easily onboard internal and/or external 

developers and enable them to seamlessly discover APIs, 

access interactive documentation, use APIs and monitor the 

performance of the APIs.  

 

The developer portal provides easy self-service 

registration and key management for developers and 

their applications, making it extremely scalable across 

large organizations and partner ecosystems.  Take 

advantage of turnkey billing for API consumption to 

charge for platform or API usage. 

 
 

Analytics provides out-of-the-box fine grained 

visibility visibility into operational, developer, API 

performance, and business metrics necessary to 

monitor, measure, and manage success. 

 

IT organizations understand the important of data and 

measurement to ensure the health and performance of 

systems. Analytics Services delivers information in real 

time about the entire digital ecosystem from apps, to 

developers, to API performance and usage—traffic 

trends and spikes, latency, response times, and any 

custom criteria that measures success
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API Development enables API teams to quickly 

create APIs from OpenAPI specifications (formerly 

known as Swagger). Choose from over 35 out-of-the-

box security, traffic management and messaging/ 

transformation policies to create modern APIs in 

minutes. 

Create custom policies or flows in Java, Javascript, 

Python or Node.js. Easily trace the API flows to ensure 

proper operation and performance of your APIs. 

 

Automated Operations empowers businesses to 

use platform APIs to automate their API SDLC process 

and to also extend the capability of the platform. 

Apigee Edge ensures zero downtime for both API 

version upgrades and for overall platform upgrades.  

Apigee Edge delivers automated cross-region routing 

and failover support and supports traffic isolation & 

auto scaling for better performance. Global policy 

enforcement ensures that a set of security policies is 

consistently enforced.  

 

 

Licensing and Deployment Apigee Edge is available 

either as a cloud service subscription or for on premises 

deployment. 

�  True multi-tenancy, a requirement for enterprise 

deployments, is a core capability in both deployment models. 

� A distribution network (DN) option ensures high availability 

with uptime to 99.99% and reduced latency for global 

deployments. 

� Apigee Edge is PCI-DSS certified, and HIPAA and SOC 2 

compliant. 

� Apigee Operations and Support Centers around the globe 

provide global coverage. 
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Secure API Runtime 
 

 

Protocol Transformation Transform from/to any protocol including SOAP, REST, JSON, XML binary, or custom 
Traffic Management Out-of-the-box distributed quota management, rate limiting and spike arrest policies 

Access Security  SSL-TLS(one way), Two-way SSL-TLS, API Keys (with or without tokens), OAuth1, OAuth2 
(all four grant types), SAML, CORS, JSON Web Tokens, WS-Security, XML Signatures 

Federated Authorization 
Use external authorization providers to get authorization tokens (LDAP, Active Directory, 3rd 
party IDM platforms like Okta, Ping Identity) 

Security Mediation Credential mediation like SAML-to-OAuth, JWT-to-OAuth to support modern devices 

Data Security (at rest) HIPAA and PCI Compliant. Vault and encrypted key-value map to store sensitive data.  

API Security 
Built-in support for address filtering (access control policy), JSON & XML schema validation 
policies that are checked in runtime 

Bot Security 
Sophisticated machine learning algorithms that continuously analyze billions of API calls, 
identify adaptive threats and take action against bad "bots" 

Caching Cache content of any API for better performance and reduce stress on backend systems 

Backend as a Service (BaaS) 
Flexible data store available to developers to quickly include social graphs, user 
management, data storage, push notifications and more 

Microgateway (Federated 
gateway model) 

Federated model enables you to run API runtime close to app environment(s), while other 
API management services (analytics, developer portal etc.) are centrally located 

 

 

 

Developer Management 
 

 

Developer Portal 
Out-of-the-box portal to manage API developers, API documentation and API versioning, 
monetization, reporting, blog, forums etc. Portal is also customizable further. 

Developer Self-service 
Streamline developer registration process with manual or automatic registration process and 
approve developer app keys automatically or manually for a given API product 

SmartDocs 
Interactive documentation of APIs that can be published directly from Open API specs. 
Visualize API requests and responses. 
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API Products Package a set of APIs, apply SLAs (e.g., API usage quotas) and pricing plans to create the 
right bundles for different tier of API users  

API usage billing View and manage pre-paid or post-paid API billing types and balances 

Monetization models Wide variety of rate plans including freemium, revenue sharing, & fee based models 

Notifications Notifications for developer plan purchase, expiration, renewal, billing etc. 

Payments Integrate with variety of systems to manage payments and processing. 

 

Analytics 
 

 

Operational Metrics Provides insights into API program entities: apps, developers, APIs, and resources.  
Fine-grained API performance monitoring, including anomaly tracing and drill downs 

API Tracing  
Trace live API calls, visualize policy execution, conduct latency analysis at each step 

Developer Metrics Developer analytics drill downs, including developer event data, top ranked developers and 
top ranked apps by API consumption 

Business Metrics Enable API program owners to track API product, performance, and customer usage and 
trends, make data-driven decisions, and respond quickly to customer and market changes. 

Predefined and custom 
dashboards and reports 

API metrics dashboards, daily email reports and notifications, deep-drive drill down 
capability and analyze data across multiple data centers/regions. 

Analytics Services via API Provides unlimited custom options with an API to access API program data and reports 

 

 

API Development 
 

 

API Studio Visual API editor to author OpenAPI/Swagger specifications. From the specs, easily 
generate interactive documentation, stubs and tests 

API Proxy Development Flexible flows and 35+ out-of-the-box security, transformation, messaging and traffic 
management policies to provision and configure an API proxy  

API Programmability Use JavaScript, Java callouts, node.js and python scripts for custom processing  

Testing & Monitoring 
Powerful trace and debug capability with request traffic captured, filtered, and API policy 
flows stepped through, giving complete visibility to request/response headers and content 
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Versions Management 

Versioning supported at multiple levels with back-end service versions “hidden” behind the 
API façade and API Versioning done at the URI level. All artifacts (policies and 
configurations) are stored in XML and can be placed into versioning systems 
  

Operations Automation 
 

 

Platform APIs Access any administrative or operational function in Apigee Edge with APIs, which enable 
you to integrate Apigee into your SDLC process automation (e.g., Jenkins, Maven) 

Zero downtime upgrades Platform is designed for zero downtime when API proxies are upgraded  

Blue-green deployments Reduced downtime and risk during Apigee platform upgrades with phased rollout 

Auto Scaling Automatically scales up your API infrastructure based on changes in your API traffic 

Global policy management Enforce consistent security and governance policies across all your APIs  

Multi-tenancy with traffic 
isolation 

 
Get the benefits of multi-tenant architecture, while ensuring other customer traffic doesn’t 
impact your API performance 
  

 
 

  


